
Talenthouse teams up its community to launch
є!Креатив, a new platform to facilitate work
between companies and Ukrainian creatives
Lviv / Berlin / London - March 17th, 2022

Today, March 17th 2022, ElloWorks by Talenthouse announces the release of a new platform
allowing brands, startups, and businesses worldwide to engage Ukraine’s creative talent.

є!Креатив or e!Creative in English, is a collaboration by creatives, for creatives which translates
to “there is creative work”. The war in Ukraine is having horrific consequences for the people
across Ukraine, including the end to local demand for creative work. Many creative
professionals have lost their income, meaning they cannot provide for their families nor support
their country financially.

The platform simplifies the scoping, selection, and collaboration with creatives. ElloWorks by
Talenthouse will take no commission from the projects, with 100% of the fee going directly to
the creatives.

Ukraine-based Creative Director Nadya Skrynnyk says that “The war not only deprived us of our
homes, it also took away the opportunity to feed ourselves and shook our confidence in the
future. But creativity knows no bounds, and the work of a top-class designer or copywriter will
always be in demand. We just need to establish new connections, open new doors. That is
exactly what є!Креатив/e!Creative platform does, and I hope it will become a life-buoy for many
creative specialists.”

The є!Креатив team has already identified more than 1,000 Ukrainian creatives who qualify for
the initiative. These creatives are professionals who want to work, are able to work, and have the
right to a dignified income to support themselves and their loved ones, even in times of conflict.

Spearheaded by Nadia Skrynnyk (Creative Director at AdBakers Ukraine), Ingmar Janson
(Former MD at Scholz & Friends International) and Liz von Loewen (Head of Operations at
Talenthouse), the є!Креатив/e!Creative initiative is actively supported by the global Talenthouse
and ElloWorks by Talenthouse teams.

How it works for brands. Brands and startups can register on the ElloWorks by Talenthouse
platform and upload a creative brief selecting deliverables in the area of graphic design, print



design, illustration & infographics, digital & social content, and more. Upon completing the brief,
companies will then be recommended creatives via the e!Creative initiative to choose from.
Once the selected creative accepts the collaboration, the work begins. Clients can interact and
provide feedback on drafts via the platform, and will receive the deliverables by their preferred
deadline.

How it works for creatives. In order to start receiving creative work, creatives need to register,
indicate their areas of expertise, add examples of work or links to a portfolio — and wait for the
new briefs and job offers to appear. The fee for the work is set automatically according to the
average market rates in Europe. There is no need for negotiation and the compensation meets
the same market rates as in London or Berlin for example. ElloWorks by Talenthouse will ensure
all creative payouts to creatives in the Ukraine will take place via SWIFT transfer within 7 days,
breaking a commonly-known challenge in the industry, of creatives often having to wait months
for payment.

To sign up as a brand, creative, or partner please visit us at www.e-creative.io.

About Us

Nadia Skrynnyk is a Kyiv-based Creative Director with 15+ years of experience in top local and
network advertising agencies of Ukraine and Russia. She has worked for clients such as BASF,
Danone, Pfizer, Unilever, AbInbev Efes, Volkswagen, JTI. For the last 5 years Nadia has been
managing the creative department at Adbakers in the fields of digital, branding, social media
and consumer promotions. Today, Nadia and her young family have been displaced by the
conflict in Kyiv and are waiting in western Ukraine.

Ingmar Janson is a C-level Brand, Marketing and Communication Expert serving Tech
companies, internationally awarded Creative Agencies and Global Brands in more than 30
countries. In his role as Managing Director of German-based creative Agency Scholz & Friends
he was also responsible for Scholz & Friends Kiev. Besides his passion for digital new thinking
he is a democracy activist in many countries. During his time in Kiev, he was a strong supporter
of the Orange Revolution and fell in love with the country and people of Ukraine.

Liz von Loewen is Head of Operations at Talenthouse. A passion for social justice, Liz has
dedicated her 15-year career to initiatives that bring economic opportunities to entrepreneurs.
Liz shares close personal ties with Ukraine’s history, people, and culture. Her ancestors were
welcomed with open hearts by the people of Ukraine in the 18th century, before eventually
relocating to Canada during the First World War. Liz now lives in Berlin with her young family.

http://www.e-creative.io


About ElloWorks by Talenthouse

ElloWorks by Talenthouse, launched in 2022, is a creative platform connecting brands with top
tier talent. In just a few clicks, brands can post briefs and match with a selection of vetted
creatives, based on their project’s needs and our AI selector which pulls profiles from our global
creative community. Over time, brands can curate their own freelance network of graphic
designers, digital and social content creators, motion graphic designers, illustrators, copywriters,
sound designers, and more. ElloWorks is part of Talenthouse Group, a global creative platform
and community that unites more than 14 million members on Talenthouse, Ello, EyeEm, jovoto,
Zooppa, and now ElloWorks.

https://elloworks.co/

About Talenthouse

Talenthouse is a global creative platform that empowers creatives to thrive economically and
socially by democratising income for creatives and giving them the opportunity to work with
some of the world’s most exciting brands. Talenthouse unites the creative community platforms
of Talenthouse, EyeEm, Ello, Zooppa and Jovoto to radically innovate how content is produced,
distributed and consumed. With pioneering, robust and diversifiable patented technology,
Talenthouse embodies a spirit of innovation and collaboration in everything it does.

http://business.talenthouse.com/
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